Title: A MEMORY ENGINE FOR THE INSPECTION AND MANIPULATION OF DATA

Abstract: A memory engine (205) combines associative memory and random-access memory (200) for enabling fast string search, insertion, and deletion operations to be performed on data and includes a memory device for temporarily storing the data (100) as a string of data characters. A controller (120) is utilized for selectively outputting one of a plurality of commands to the memory device and receives data feedback therefrom, the memory device inspects data characters in the string in accordance with the commands outputted by the controller. A clock device (256) is also utilized for outputting a clock signal (24) comprised of a predetermined number of clock cycles per second to the memory device and the controller, the memory device inspecting and selectively manipulating one of the data characters within one of the clock cycles.
A MEMORY ENGINE FOR THE INSPECTION AND MANIPULATION OF DATA

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates generally to a memory engine for the inspection and manipulation of data, and more particularly, to a memory engine which not only provides for the fast searching of data, in the form of strings of symbols (characters or the like), but also provides for the selective insertion and deletion of data within the character strings, as required.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Searching a buffer, or other memory device, comprised of symbols for strings that match a given or predetermined string of symbols is a basic operation found in many applications, such as but not limited to databases, the processing of genetic information, data compression, and the processing of computer languages. Modification of a string by inserting new sequences in it, or deleting sequences from it, is also a basic operation in these domains, and the time taken by these string operations influences directly the execution time of the main applications.

When a serial computation is performed, that is, a matching operation, to find all occurrences of strings of N symbols in a buffer containing M symbols, the maximum number of steps required is N\*M. When an insertion of a character is necessary inside the buffer, on the average of half of the symbols in the buffer have to be moved one cell to the right or to the left to make room for the new cell. In this case, an average of N/2 steps are required.

Serial algorithms have been proposed to improve these operations, and they are based on several techniques including hashing, or tree data structures. Hashing is used when the strings of interests are words of fixed length. In this case each word is associated with a unique number that is used as the index where that word is stored in a dictionary. This method has the disadvantage
that it works well only when the information is static, and does not change location during processing. Furthermore, generating this number is a costly operation, and sometimes several words may be associated with the same number, requiring additional work to find the word sought. Suffix trees may also be utilized and are tree structures in which all the substrings present in the buffer are stored. When one wants to see if a given string is located in the buffer, one only has to descend the tree, one character of the sought string at a time, until the string is either found, or not found. In either case, if the string contains M symbols, at most M steps are required to decide if the string is in the buffer of length L. Although this search method is fast, building the suffix tree is oftentimes computationally expensive.

The Content Addressable Memory, or CAM, is a parallel solution for finding the location of a given symbol or word in a single memory access. This method works well for fixed length words, but does not extend easily to variable length strings of symbols. When the search can be performed in parallel in the buffer, that is when M comparisons can be performed at the same time, then the number of steps is reduced to N. Buffers with parallel comparators and markers storing the result of each comparison with a given symbol have been proposed to speed up string searches. See, for example, Almy et al., U.S. Pat. No. 4,575,818; Mayer, U.S. Pat. No. 5,319,762; Eskandari-Gharinni et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,602,764; or Satoh, et al., U.S. Pat. No. 5,448,733. These known devices typically associate a comparator with each cell of the buffer, along with a one-bit marker storing the result of the last comparison performed. The comparator, storage cell and marker operate in such a way that a symbol from the string to be located in the buffer is broadcast to all the comparators of the buffer. These comparators in turn compare the given symbol to that stored in their associated storage cell. The result of the comparison is stored in the marker associated with the comparator and storage cell.

Buffers implemented as shift registers allow their contents to be shifted to the left or to the right in parallel, synchronously to a clock signal. In this case the
whole contents of the buffer can be shifted in just one step. These buffers, however, do not offer only a section of their contents to be shifted, but offer only global shift operations. Moreover, the integration of separate comparators for each cell of the buffer tends to increase the size and complexity of the device as a whole, thus leading to excessive cost and energy use.

With the forgoing problems and concerns in mind, the present invention therefore seeks to utilize a memory apparatus which allows for very fast character strings searches, insertions and deletions, wherein a new type of memory storage circuit called a Connex Memory (hereinafter, CM) is utilized.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

It is an object of the present invention to enable fast string search, insertion, and deletion operations to be performed on data.

It is another object of the present invention to enable fast string search, insertion, and deletion operations to be performed on data comprising a string of data characters.

It is another object of the present invention to enable fast string search, insertion, and deletion operations to be performed on data comprising a string of data characters, wherein the inspection and manipulation of any given data character is accomplished in a single clock cycle.

It is another object of the present invention to enable the inspection of variably-sized data fields within a string of data characters.

It is another object of the present invention to enable the marking of variably-sized data fields within a string of data characters.

It is another object of the present invention to utilize static or dynamic memory cells to temporarily store and manipulate a string of data characters.
It is another object of the present invention to inspect a string of data characters stored in the memory cells in either a forward or reverse direction.

According to one embodiment of the present invention, a memory engine combines associative memory and random-access memory for enabling fast string search, insertion, and deletion operations to be performed on data and includes a memory device for temporarily storing the data as a string of data characters. A controller is utilized for selectively outputting one of a plurality of commands to the memory device and receives data feedback therefrom, the memory device inspects data characters in the string in accordance with the commands outputted by the controller. A clock device is also utilized for outputting a clock signal comprised of a predetermined number of clock cycles per second to the memory device and the controller, the memory device inspecting and selectively manipulating one of the data characters within one of the clock cycles.

These and other objectives of the present invention, and their preferred embodiments, shall become clear by consideration of the specification, claims and drawings taken as a whole.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

Figure 1 is a block diagram showing the general architecture of a memory engine, including an outside controller and clock element, according to one embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a block diagram depicting the memory engine of Figure 1 in association with the different busses that permit the exchange of information between the constituent elements of the memory engine.

Figure 3 is a flow diagram depicting one embodiment of the general operation of the memory engine of Figure 1.
Figure 4 is a flow diagram depicting another embodiment of the general operation of the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 5 is a flow diagram depicting the processing of a 'c-find' command by the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 6 is a flow diagram depicting the processing of a 'read' command by the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 7 is a flow diagram depicting the processing of an 'insert' command by the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 8 is a flow diagram depicting the processing of a 'delete' command by the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 9 is a flow diagram depicting the processing of a 'next' command by the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 10 is a flow diagram depicting the processing of a 'jump' command by the memory engine of Figure 1.

Figure 11 is a block diagram showing the input and output signals required to interface a memory device of the memory engine to its environment, and necessary to connect several memory devices together.

Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the internal structure of the memory device, in which a two-dimensional array of static or dynamic memory cells is made accessible through two transcoder circuits.

Figure 13 is a block diagram showing the input and output signals required to interface a dynamic memory cell to its environment.
Figure 14 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal architecture of the memory cells which contain storage for a symbol and its associated maker according to one embodiment of the invention, through which a symbol and its associated marker can be stored into, read from, or compared to a broadcast symbol.

Figure 15 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal architecture of the transcoder circuits shown in Figure 12, according to one embodiment of the invention, through which the two dimensional array of memory cells can be accessed, and which allows the generation of the address of the first or last marked cell.

Figure 16 is a circuit diagram illustrating the contents of a buffer memory as a combination of Random Access Memory (RAM) and a RAM controller.

Figure 17 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal structure of the RAM controller depicted in Figure 16.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

The CM is a physical support for strings of words each taking values from a finite set of memory symbols, each word augmented by 'setting' an additional bit, thereby marking the word with one of two states: marked or not marked. The term 'memory symbol' is interpreted herein to mean a fixed-length collection of consecutive bits, and whose length depends on the application and is not set a priori.

The structure of the present invention allows for the execution of all the CM commands in one clock cycle with a delay of approximately twice that of the delay typically encountered in current cache memory technology. The structure described herein is that of a stand-alone circuit, which can also be replicated in a more elaborate circuit. Figure 1 depicts the general architecture of a memory engine 205 according to one embodiment of the present invention, as well as its
operational relationship with both an outside controller 255 and a synchronizing clock circuit 256. It will be readily appreciated that the operation of the outside controller 255 and the memory engine are coordinated through use of a common clock signal issuing from the clock circuit 256. Moreover, the present invention contemplates that the outside controller 255 may have any number of circuit-specific configurations without departing from the broader aspects of the present invention provided that the outside controller 255 is capable of issuing commands to, and receiving data from, the memory engine 205.

As depicted in Figure 2, the CM 206 is associated with a Line Memory random access device 200 organized as a pool of buffers, each of which has a size equal to the size of the CM 206, and which is under the control of the memory engine 205, hereinafter referred to as a Connex Engine (CE). The purpose of these buffers, also referred to as lines, is to allow for search, insert and delete operations to be performed on character strings longer than may be accommodated within the CM 206, and to offer a lower cost of implementation and reduced power dissipation, as will be discussed in more detail later.

Figure 3 illustrates the general application of the CE 205 beginning with block 302 where a character string, previously selected for inspection by a controller 255, is loaded into the associative line memory 206. The character string is comprised of a collection of data symbols which, for the purposes of illustration, are loaded into one or more of the buffers in the line memory 200 until completely stored therein. In this manner, each buffer in the line memory 200 contains a different portion of the character string, each portion having a size equal to the size of the CM 206, as discussed previously.

As shown in block 304 of Fig. 3, the CE 205 loads the contents of the first buffer to be inspected from the line memory 200 to the CM 206, via a data RAM bus 100. The CM 206 then performs the desired string operation, or inspection, of the loaded portion of the character string, in accordance with an inputted command from the controller 255, as depicted in block 306. The CM 206 then determines if one or more data markers should be set in the inspected portion
of the character string in block 308, selectively setting such a marker in block 307 and re-setting the marker in block 309. It will be readily appreciated that the determination as to whether one or more data markers should be set within a given portion of the character string which has been shifted to the CM 206 will depend on the specific command inputted by the controller 255, as will be discussed in more detail later.

After inspecting the portion of the character string in the CM 206 and, if necessary, setting one or more markers therein, the CE 205 then stores the contents of the CM 206 back in the first buffer of the line memory 200, loads the contents of the second buffer and performs the same operation. The CE 205 continues the pattern of loading a buffer into the CM 206, string-processing in the CM 206, and storing the contents of the CM 206 back to the buffer, until the whole character string has been processed. Because of the level of locality present in the string of symbols searched, the number of buffers loaded into the CM 206 quickly decreases as the number of search operations progresses, quickly limiting the bulk of operations to a small number of buffers.

It is therefore an important aspect of the present invention that the entirety of the character string data stored in the buffers of the line memory 200 need not be repetitively inspected in response to a command issued from the controller 255 as the presence (or absence) of set markers enables certain buffers to be eliminated from subsequent review. For example, if the command issued by the controller 255 instructs a search for a given set of data elements (as will be described in more detail later), the CM 206 will first go through each of the character strings in each of the buffers in the line memory 200, setting markers where appropriate as it searches for the first of the data elements. Subsequent inspection of the buffers in the line memory 200 will then be restricted to those buffers which include a set marker, while excluding those which do not have a set marker. In this manner, the CM 206 of the present invention need not repetitively search those buffers which cannot possibly include all components of the data elements to be searched, thereby significantly and progressively
eliminating the review of large amounts of data and thus speeding response

time.

It is another important aspect of the present invention that the CM 206 is
5 capable of performing a number operations in parallel with one another, all
within one clock cycle. Therefore, with respect to Figure 3 and blocks 306, 307,
308 and 309 in particular, the CM 206 enables the parallel processing of these
blocks in a single clock cycle. It will thusly be readily appreciated that the
individual blocks contained with Figure 3, as well as the other block diagrams of
the present invention, are not to be interpreted as being temporally sequential
in their execution, rather the CM 206 enables the parallel processing of many
blocks in a single clock cycle, as discussed previously.

The next sections describe the operations of the CM 206 and the
15 operation of the CE 205 in greater detail, in association with specific commands
issued by the controller 255.

The CM 206 operates by receiving commands and data, typically from
the controller 255. When commands require a data operand, such as a ‘find’
20 command which locates all the occurrences of a given symbol, or data element,
in a character, or symbol, string currently stored in the CM 206, both the
command and the symbol are fed to the CM 206 at the same time. The CM 206
supports several types of commands, divided into two main categories: forward
commands, and reverse commands. Each group contains three types of
25 commands: commands that set or reset the markers associated with the cells,
commands that access words stored in cell whose marker is set, and commands
that modify the word stored in a cell whose marker is set. Although the present
design sports a one-bit marker associated with each storage word, several bits
can be used to code the state of each word without departing from the broader
aspects of the present invention.

We first describe commands belonging to the forward-command group. The
instructions in the reverse group behave in a mirror-image fashion, as
described later. In the discussion that follows, the term symbol represents any logical block of bits. For some applications, 8-bit bytes can be the preferred implementation. In others, such as biological processing of genomic strings, symbols can be 4-bit entities.

Forward Commands

For string search and insert operations, an input data string is fed to the CM 206 one symbol (e.g. character) at a time along with a command. When the command is a search, each symbol is simultaneously compared to all the symbols currently stored in the CM 206. Two types of comparisons, conditional and unconditional, can be performed. The first symbol of a string is searched unconditionally, while subsequent symbols are searched conditionally on the previous symbol having been found in the CM 206.

When the operation is an insert, the symbols in the CM 206 on the right hand-side of the insertion point are shifted right by one location, and the new symbol is stored at the insertion point. In one embodiment of the present invention, the insertion point is the location of the first symbol with a marker set.

It is another important object of the present invention that the search and insert operations operate both in one clock cycle only, owing to efficiency of the CE 205 system architecture, as discussed previously.

With string delete operations, successive symbols are read from the deletion point in the CM 206, and all the symbols on the right side of this point are shifted left by one position. Here again, the deletion point is the location of the first or last storage cell with a set marker. The read and shift components of this operation are done simultaneously and take one clock cycle only.

A description of the commands implementing the above operations will now be explained.
The **find** and **cfind** commands are access commands. As depicted in the flow diagrams of Figs. 3 and 4, the **Find** command may be fed to the CM 206 via the controller 255 along with a symbol which the CM 206 associatively compares to all the symbols contained in its M memory cells. The result of this command is that the markers of all the cells following a cell whose contents match the given symbol are set. All the other markers are reset. Figure 3, blocks 302-314 illustrate this operation in general terms. For example, assume that the present invention represent a symbol whose marker is set by putting brackets around it, and assume further that the string "RON AND ROBERT" is currently stored in the CM 206. The result of issuing the command **find(R)** to the CM 206 makes its contents change to "R[O]N AND R[O]BERT". The markers of the two O symbols get set because they both follow a cell containing 'R', which is the symbol to be found, as depicted in block 308 of Fig. 3.

The **cfind** command, for "conditional find", works similarly to **find**, in that a symbol is also fed to the CM 206 along with the command, and the CM 206 performs an associative search of this symbol, but in this case, only cells, or buffers of the line memory 200, that have a marker that is previously set are involved in the comparison, as depicted in Fig. 5 block 322. The result is that cells that follow a cell where a match occurs get their markers set. All the other markers get reset. Using the same example as above, and assuming that both 'O' symbols still have their marker set, then the command **cfind(O)** will restrict the associative comparison to only the marked cells. Since both of them contain 'O', then both comparisons are successful, and the marker of the cells to the right of the cells containing 'O' get their marker set: "RO[N] AND RO[B]ERT". Assume that **cfind(B)** is now executed, then only the second marked cell sees a successful comparison, and the marker of the E symbol gets set: "RON AND ROB[E]RT". This process continues until all symbols, or data elements, have been searched for whereby successful (or, alternatively, non-successful) matches are output to the controller 255, as depicted in blocks 324-326 of Fig. 5.

As explained herein, it will be readily appreciated that Fig. 3 depicts the basic functioning of the present invention, generally applicable to all of the
inputted commands. Therefore, the 'character string' described in connection with, e.g., block 302 may contain one or more data elements in dependence upon the nature of the issued command and the specific data being manipulated or inspected. Moreover, although Fig. 3 assumes that the loaded character string is larger than could be accommodated in the CM 206, thus requiring piecemeal shifting of the same from the line memory 200 to the CM 206 for inspection, this may not always be the case. As depicted in Fig. 4, an alternative method includes loading those character strings having a size capable of being accommodated by the CM 206 directly into the CM 206, as shown in block 301.

Inspection of the character string loaded into the CM 206 will then be accomplished in block 303, in accordance with the specific command, while block 305 will set or re-set markers as appropriate.

It will readily be appreciated that by selectively bypassing the CE 205 and the line memory 200 in those situations where the CM 206 can accommodate the data to be inspected, processing time and expended energy may be correspondingly conserved.

Another proposed command is the read-forward command. The read-forward command makes the CM 206 return the symbol stored in the first, i.e. the left-most, cell which has a marker set. In the presented scheme, according to accepted practice, the left-most symbol of the CM 206 has Address 0, and the right-most Address M-1, assuming a storage capacity of M symbols.

As soon as a read operation is performed, the marker of the cell just read is reset, and the marker of the cell next to the one just read becomes set. Assume that the CM contains "RO[N] AND RO[B]ERT" again. The result of a read-forward command is the output by the CM of the symbol 'N', and the left-most marker changing as follows: "RON[ ]AND RO[B]ERT". The space symbol is now marked. Figure 6 illustrates this process as block 330, the operation of which may be included in Fig. 3's block 308 when a read-forward command is issued.
Another proposed command is the insert command. The insert command is applied to the CM 206 along with a symbol X. This command takes effect only on the first, or left-most, marked cell of the CM 206. When the symbol X is inserted, the contents and state of all the cells to the right of the first marked cell, including the markers, are shifted to the right by one position, and the symbol X is stored in the previous location of the first marked cell. The marker of the cell that just received the new symbol is reset. The marker of the cell that is directly to the right of this cell gets set. As an example, assuming that the CM 206 contains "R[O]N AND R[O]BERT", then insert(X) will cause the contents of the CM 206 to "RX[O]N AND R[O]BERT". Figure 7 illustrates this process as block 332.

Another proposed command is the delete command. The delete command works by removing the symbol stored in the first marked cell, and by shifting left all the contents of all cells to the right of this cell. Assuming that the CM contains "RO[N] AND RO[B]ERT", then after the delete command takes effect, the CM contains "RO[ ]AND RO[B]ERT". Figure 8 illustrates this process as block 334.

Another proposed command is the next command. The next command does not have a parameter, and resets the marker of the first, or left-most, marked cell. This way, when several markers are set, this command can be used repeatedly to allow access to all the marked cells of the CM 206. For example, assuming that the CM 206 contains "R[O]N AND R[O]BERT", the execution of next changes the contents of the CM 206 to "RON AND R[O]BERT". Figure 9 illustrates this process as block 335.

Returning briefly to Fig. 1, the index output carries the linear address of the first marked cell in the CM 206. For example, if the first, or left-most, cell of the CM 206 has its marker set, then index returns 0. If it is the second cell that is marked, then index returns 1. Assuming that the CM 206 contains the string "RO[N] AND RO[B]ERT", and that the string "RON" is stored in the left-most
cells of the CM 206, then index returns 2, since the symbol 'N' is stored at Address 2 in the CM 206.

Another proposed command is the write-one command. The write-one command is applied to the CM 206 along with a symbol S, which is written to the first or left-most marked cell of the CM 206. The marker of this cell is reset, and the marker of the cell that linearly follows is set.

Another proposed command is the write-all command. The write-all command is applied to the CM 206 along with a symbol S which is written simultaneously and in one clock cycle to all cells of the CM 206 that have a set marker. The markers of these cells are reset, and the markers of the cells that follow these cells are set.

Another proposed command is the write command. The write command is applied to the CM 206 along with an address A and a symbol S, which is stored in the cell of the CM 206 of address A. This command is similar to a write operation in a random-access memory. The marker associated with the cell of Address A is reset, and the marker of the cell that follows linearly is set.

The read command is applied to the CM 206 along with an address A, and makes the CM 206 output the contents of its cell located at Address A. This command is similar to the read operation of a random-access memory. The marker of the cell accessed by this operation is not modified.

Another proposed command is the jump command. The jump command is applied to the CM 206 to address those situations where character strings of varying lengths are stored in the CM 206, with identical prefixes and suffixes (i.e. same sequence starting the two strings, and same sequence ending the two strings), but with different mid sections, which can be of different length, and furthermore if the last symbol of the prefixes of all the strings are marked, then
the CM 206 supports an operation called \textbf{jump} which takes one operand, and whose behavior is best illustrated by an example.

Assume the CM 206 contains two strings in different parts of its storage:

"AAA$%BB%%CCCC" and "AAA$%DDD%CCCC", where '()' represents a unique symbol used as a delimiter for the particular application at hand. Assume furthermore that the markers associated with the '()' following the AAA prefixes have been set, for example by executing the commands \texttt{find(A)}, \texttt{cfind(A)}, \texttt{cfind(A)}: "AAA[(()]%BB%%CCCC", and "AAA[(()]%DDD%CCCC". The purpose of the \texttt{jump(s)} command, where s is a symbol, is to migrate the markers from their present location to the unmarked '()' symbols starting the CCCC suffixes, and then to replace them by the s-symbol.

For example, after the first instantiation of the command \texttt{jump($)}, the two strings in the CM 206 example above will have changed as follows:

"AAA%(B[B]$%CCCC" and "AAA%(D[D]$%CCCC". After issuing the second \texttt{jump($)} command, the strings become "AAA%B[B]$%CCCC" and "AAA%D[D]$%CCCC". After a third \texttt{jump($)}: "AAA%BB$%CCCC" and "AAA%DD$%CCCC". After a fourth \texttt{jump($)}: "AAA%BB$%CCCC" and "AAA$%DDD$%CCCC". Hence, in response to the \texttt{jump} command, the CM 206 executes the following action: All cells whose marker is set compare their symbol to the special delimiter symbol ('-' in our example). If a match is found, then replace the special delimiter by the symbol s provided with the command ('-' in our example), and reset that cell's marker. Otherwise, if a match didn't occur, then reset the marker of the cell and set that of the cell directly to the right, in effect making the marker move one position to the right. Figure 10 illustrates this process as block 336.

The \texttt{jump} command is important in database applications, where strings of symbols contain pairs of field identifiers, or delimiters, and data values, where the identifiers have fixed lengths, but the fields containing the data values do not. In this manner, the present invention advantageously provides a method for inspecting fields within a character string, each field containing randomly
sized data values, while marking specific data fields in the character string irrespective of their content. Moreover, as each comparison of the marked cell in the character string is accomplished in one clock cycle, the inspection of the character string may be completed in a quick and efficient manner.

It is another important aspect of the present invention that the jump command replaces the delimiter symbols in a character string with a predetermined locator symbol. The locator symbol may therefore be utilized to mark the end of a specific data field regardless of length, or alternatively, may be utilized to enable the marking of a data field which follows a searched-for data field.

As described above, the jump command allows for the parallel inspection of a plurality of character strings stored in the CM 206, therefore permitting parallel identification of delimiter symbols in each of the character strings where each identification, and selectively substitution, of the delimiter symbols occurs in a single clock cycle.

Reverse Command

The search, insert, and delete mechanisms described so far always apply to the first marked cell of the CM 206, and, when they affect other cells, affect those on the right hand-side of the first marked cell. The CM 206 also supports backward or reverse find, insert, delete, next and index operations, where the operations apply to the last marked cell of the CM 206. Their behaviors mirror those of the forward find, insert, delete, next and index operations described above.

A Reverse-find command is a command that is fed to the CM 206 along with a symbol s and it sets the marker of the cells to the left of a cell containing the symbol s. All other markers are reset. If the CM 206 contains "JOHN AND JOHNNY", then reverse-find(N) sets the markers as follows: "JO[HN][A]ND JO[H][N]NY".
A Reverse-cfind command is a command for reverse conditional-find, is fed to the CM 206 with a symbol s, and the CM 206 associatively searches only the marked cells. All such cells that contain a copy of the symbol s have the marker of their left neighbor cell set. All other markers are reset. Assuming the CM 206 contains "JO[H]N AND JO[H][N]NY", reverse-cfind(H) changes the markers as follows: "JO[H]N AND JO[H]NNY".

A Reverse-insert command is a command that is fed to the CM 206 along with a symbol s. The contents of the left-most marked cell and all the cells to its linear right are shifted right by one, and the symbol s is stored in the left-most marked cell. The marker of this cell does not change. For example, reverse-inserting 'X' in "JO[H]N AND JO[H]NNY" results in the new CM 206 contents: "JO[X]HN AND JO[H]NNY".

A Reverse-delete is a command which operates by reading, or removing the symbol in the left-most cell and shifting left the contents of all the cells to its right by one. The marker of the left-most marked cell is reset, and that of the cell to its left is set. For example, if the CM 206 contains "JO[H]N AND JO[H]NNY", then the result of reverse-delete is "[O]N AND JO[H]NNY".

Limited-Range Commands

As indicated previously, the CM 206 also supports operations that affect only the cells whose address is larger than some number which can be set by two additional commands. Commands whose domain of operation is limited to cells that have addresses larger than the limit are referred to as limited commands. In this case the scope of the search, insert, and delete operations is not the whole M words in the CM 206, but a smaller section of it. In this case, when a find, cfind, insert, or delete operation is performed, only the cells in a contiguous block of cells of the CM 206 are affected. This block of cells is delimited on the left by a special address register located in the address decoding section of the CM 206, and extending to the very last, i.e. right-most, cell of the CM 206.
A Set-limit is a command that sets the lower limiting address for limited command to the address of the first, or left-most marked cell. For example, if the CM 206 contains the string "RO[N] AND RO[B]ERT", then the set-limit command sets the limiting address to 2, since the left-most marked symbol is 'N', at Address 2 in the CM 206.

A Set-limit-address is a command that is applied to the CM 206 along with an address A, and that stores this address in the internal storage where the limiting address is kept.

Limited-find, limited-cfind, limited-reverse-find, and limited-reverse-cfind are limited commands that work similarly to the find, cfind, reverse-find, and reverse-cfind commands, but only apply to cells whose address is greater than or equal to the limiting address.

The limited-write-all command is applied to the CM 206 along with a symbol s, and works in a manner consistent with the write-all command. It writes the symbol s in all the marked cells whose address is greater than or equal to the limiting address.

Several boolean signals are output by the CM 206 reflecting the status of its marked cells.
1) One signal is set to 1 by the CM 206 if there is a least one marked cell in the CM 206, and 0 otherwise.
2) One signal is set to 1 by the CM 206 if there is exactly one marked cell in the whole CM 206, and is set to 0 otherwise.
3) One signal is set to one if the last conditional-find type command (forward, reverse, or limited) was unsuccessful (no markers set), and the CM 206 automatically reverted to a find-type operation, which may have set some markers.
4) One signal is set to 1 by the CM 206 if one or several characters with a predetermined binary pattern get their associated markers set. These characters are used to represent empty or invalid symbol locations, and their markers
being set by an operation represents an extraordinary condition that must be addressed by the outside controller 255.

5) One signal is set to 1 by the CE to indicate that none of the buffers contain symbols with set markers, or that the RAM controller has loaded all the buffers in the CM, and that no buffers are left to be loaded.

The Connex Engine

As mentioned previously, the Connex Engine (CE) 205 is illustrated in Figure 2. It is a circuit that manages strings of symbols stored in the CM 206 and in the buffers of the line memory 200, also referred to as lines, implemented with random-access memory. Each line has a capacity equal to that of the CM 206, and contains M words of (N+1) bits. The CE 205, under control from an outside entity such as a computer or processor, allows the exchange of the full contents of the CM 206 to be written to or read from a line memory 200 (LM) containing lines, or buffers. A write operation stores the contents of a line into the CM 206. A read operation stores the contents of the CM 206 in a line. Both operations take one cycle. The outside processor can write information into the CM 206 using the insert, or write commands, and feed symbols through the data-in bus 10. Symbols can be read from the CE 205 through two paths: one is through the CM 206, by issuing read commands on the command lines 14, for example, and grabbing symbols on the data-out bus 11. The other path is to read words containing from one to several symbols, depending on the implementation, directly from the lines in the LM 200. In this case the address of the word is sent to the CE 205 through the word-address bus 203, and the words obtained from the data-words bus 204. The data-ram bus 100 allows the contents of the CM 206 to be stored in or read from a given line of the LM 200. This bus contains M*(N+1) wires and allows the whole CM 206 to be read or written in one clock cycle.

Figure 16 shows a block diagram of the two components that form the LM. One is a random access memory (RAM) 130 where the lines are stored, the other one is a RAM controller 120. The purpose of the RAM controller is to
rapidly feed lines to the CM 206, so that the string of symbols stored in the collection of lines in the RAM can be quickly processed. To do this, the RAM controller executes a pass through the RAM, where it scans the collection of lines stored there and sends a selected subset to the CM 206 for processing. The RAM controller keeps two bits of storage for each line in the RAM. The first bit indicates whether the line it is associated with should be sent to the CM 206 during the current pass. The RAM controller automatically and in constant time generates the successive addresses of lines whose first bit is set to 1, and allows their contents to be stored in the CM 206 for processing, and written back from the CM 206. When a line just processed by the CM 206 is stored back in the RAM, the value of the no-flag signal 15 is stored in that line's second bit managed by the RAM controller. When the current pass is over, the RAM controller copies the value of all the second bits associated with all the lines into their associated first bit. This new collection of bits indicates what lines have markers set and should be processed in the next pass.

In cases where not all the lines in the RAM contain valid information, but only a small part, where all the lines are stored contiguously, and starting at Line Address 0, the address of the last valid line can be specified to the RAM controller to limit its initial pass to the group of valid lines. This address is fed to the RAM controller by an outside processing device using the limit-address 207 signals.

The collection of L lines of LM 200 can be implemented on the same silicon chip that contains the CM 206, or outside the silicon chip using off-the-shelf memory circuitry. In both cases, the CE 205 is used to manage the information stored in the L lines by bringing information stored in the lines into the CM 206 where string commands such as the ones described in the previous sections are performed, bringing the contents of the CM 206 back into the lines, allowing string operations to be performed in strings much longer than the M-symbol storage capacity of the CM 206.
When insert and delete operations are required, the lines are not filled to capacity with symbols, but only partially, to allow expansion and contraction of the strings of symbols in the CM 206 under these operations. In such cases, the cells of the CM 206 that do not contain valid symbols are initialized with a predetermined binary pattern not found in the string being processed. The CM 206 generates a signal for the outside processing entity called interrupt, and labeled 101 in Figure 2. This signal is activated when one or several cells of the CM 206 containing this special binary pattern get their marker set.

The CM 206 and Its External Connections

We differentiate between two type of connections. One type corresponds to the interconnection of the CM 206 with its environment, the other type corresponds to signals needed for the expansion of the circuit, i.e. if multiple CM 206 circuits are connected together to increase the amount of storage.

In the following presentation we assume that an elementary CM 206 block can store M words of memory, and that each word is N+1 bits in length, N bits for the symbol and one bit for the marker.

The system connections of the CM 206, as shown in Figure 11, are listed below. The number in parentheses, when present, represents the number of bits for each signal. When a log function is used, it is assumed that it is the logarithm base 2.

- **Data-in (M):** data input 10 of N-bit words for input of symbols in the CM 206.
- **Data-out (M):** data output 11 of N-bit words for reading symbols from the CM 206.
- **Address (log(N)):** address input 12 of log(N) bits, where log() is the logarithm base 2.
• **Data-Ram:** bi-directional data input 100 and output of M*(N+1) bits, allowing the contents of one of the storage buffers, or lines to be written to, or read from a line in the RAM 200.

• **Index (log(M))**: output 13 of log(M)-bits holding the address of the first or last marked cell, depending on whether a forward or reverse operation was last performed.

• **Interrupt (1)**: this signal is generated by the CM 206 for an outside processing entity, and indicates that one or more cells containing a predefined special binary configuration used to indicate an empty or invalid condition have their markers set.

• **Command (5)**: 5-bit input 14 for the command code representing the operation to be performed by the CM 206.

• **No-flag (1)**: binary output signal 15 indicates that the CM 206 contains no marked cells.

• **No-eq (1)**: binary output signal 16 indicating that the last conditional-find family command (forward, reverse, or limited cfind) did not set any of the markers.

• **One-flag**: binary output signal 17 indicating that the CM 206 contains exactly one marked cell.

• **Clock**: the input signal 24 for the clock signal which controls the operation of the CM 206.

The signals **data-in, addr,** and **com** have associated set-up and hold times relative to the active clock edge. The signals **data-out, index, no-flag, no-eq,** **one-flag** become stable after a delay associated with accessing the memory. This delay is measured relative to the active edge of the clock signal. When several CM 206 circuits, or modules, are connected together, in a one-dimensional array extending the internal shift register, several signals are used to link the CM 206 modules together, in a linear fashion. These signals are shown in Figure 1, and are described below.

• **Data-left-in** (N+2): the signals 26 received from the previous module and carrying the binary representation of a symbol (M bits), its associated
marker (1 bit), and the output of the comparator associated with the marker (1 bit).

- **Data-left-out** (N+2): the signals 25 generated to the previous module, and carrying the binary representation of a symbol (M bits), its associated marker (1 bit), and the output of the comparator associated with the marker.

- **Data-right-in** (N+2): the signals 19 received from the next module, and carrying the binary representation of a symbol (M bits), its associated marker (1 bit), and the output of the comparator associated with the marker.

- **Data-right-out** (N+2): the signals 18 generated to the next module, and carrying the binary representation of a symbol (M bits), its associated marker (1 bit), and the output of the comparator associated with the marker.

- **Line-in** (2): two signals 23 received from the X-transcoder circuit and used for expanding the structure.

- **Line-out** (1): the signal 22 generated for the X-transcoder circuit.

- **Column-in**: two signals 20 received from the Y-transcoder circuit and used for expanding the structure.

- **Column-out**: the signal 21 generated for the Y-transcoder circuit.

The last four signal groups are defined in more details in the section titled Internal Structure. If these eight connections are not used for expanding the memory, then they must be properly connected and/or terminated using conventional techniques in order to allow the proper operation of the CM 206 system.

### The Internal Structure of the CM 206

Figure 12 is a block diagram showing the two-dimensional array of cells comprising the CM 206, the signals used to interface it to other CM 206 or CE 205 circuits, and the circuits allowing the selection of cells and reporting of status information about the location of marked cells. The array of cell and consists in M cells of N+1 bits organized in a two-dimensional array. The two-dimensionality is selected for two reasons. First, to maximize the use of the silicon area, and secondly, to minimize the delay associated with the
propagation of the signals in the CM 206. Instead of using a typical decoder found in RAM circuit, the CM 206 uses transcoder circuits, because the addresses need to be coded, decoded and transcoded, depending on the command executed. The two-dimensional approach requires the use of two transcoder circuits, one for each dimension.

It will be readily appreciated that the CM 206 may be alternatively formed as a one-dimensional array of memory cells without departing from the broader aspects of the present invention.

The internal structure of the CM 206 as depicted in Fig. 12 contains the following subsystems:

- **Symbol Cells**: the storage for the symbol, or dynamic memory, cells consists of a two-dimensional array 30 of M cells, one for each symbol contained in the memory (the first cell is located on the first line and in the first column of the 2-dimensional array). For the purpose of our presentation, the lines are numbered in increasing order from the bottom up in Table I (below), while the columns are numbered in increasing order from left to right.

- **Data-Ram**: a bi-directional bus of $M^{n}(N+1)$ bits 100 which allows M symbols and their associated markers stored in a storage line assumed here to be located in the Symbol Cells area (30), to be written to or read from outside data storage. The selection of the lines involved in this transfer is performed by the line-select 106 signals generated by the X-transcoder circuit 39.

- **Interrupt**: this 1-bit signal is generated by one or several cells in the CM 206 that contain a predefined unique binary pattern used to represent an empty cell or a cell containing an invalid symbol, and such that this or these cells have their associated marker set.

- **X-transcoder**: the circuit 39 contains the logic used for addressing and accessing the cells in the CM 206, in conjunction with the Y-transcoder circuit 40.
• **Y-transcoder:** the circuit 40 contains the logic required for the addressing and accessing of the information in the array of cells, and works in conjunction with the X-transcoder circuit 39.

• A two-input **AND gate:** The gate 34 receives the **eq** signals 36 and 41 generated by the two transcoder circuits, and generates the signal **one-flag** 35.

• The two transcoder circuits partition the contents of the CM 206 into three areas: the collection of cells located before the first marked cell, the first marked cell, and the collection of cells starting with the first marked cell.

The signals listed below operate on the internal parts of the CM 206 circuit. Because of the two-dimensionality of the array containing the M cells, and because the address of the lowest- or highest-address marked cell must be computed, the operation of the transcoder circuits rely on several key signals: line-out, line-in, column-out, and column-in.

• **Line-out:** the line-out signals 42 are $\sqrt{N}$ in number. Each one of the line-out signals is associated with one row of the two-dimensional array of cells, and is active if that row contains a marked cell, and inactive otherwise.

• **Column-out:** similarly, the column-out signals 44, numbering $\sqrt{N}$ in number correspond to each of the columns of the two-dimensional array of cells. A signal of the column-out group is active if its corresponding column contains a marked cell on the first active line, and is inactive otherwise.

• **Line-in:** the line-in signals 43 are $2\sqrt{N}$ in number. Each row of the two-dimensional array receives two signals from the X-transcoder, line-in[1] and line-in[0], which represent the following conditions:
  - whether the row is the first one to contain a marked cell, and
  - whether the row is above or equal to the first row to contain a marked cell.

For example, assume that we have an 8x8 two-dimensional array of cells with the contents shown below, and where brackets include symbols in marked
cells. The numbers on the top row and first column represent the numbering system used to access the rows and columns of the CM 206, and are not symbols stored in the array.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[X]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>[X]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

Then the line-out signals 42, listed in order of rows 0, 1, 2, up to 7 are equal to 00001011. The line-in[1] signal of the line-in signals 43, in the same order, are 00001000, and the line-in[0] signals of the line-in signals 43 are 00001111.

- **Column-in 45**: each column of the Y-transcoder circuit is associated with two output signals column-in[0] and column-in[1] indicating the following conditions:
  - whether the column contains the first marked cell of the two-dimensional array.
  - whether the column is equal to the column containing the first marked cell, or if it is of higher address.

Using the same example of an 8x8 two-dimensional array shown above, and listing the signals associated with the columns numbered 7 down to 0, the column-in signals 45 contain the values 00100000 and 00111111.
The External Structure of a Cell of the CM 206

In addition to the data-in, data-out, and com signals already presented, the following signals connect the elementary cell containing a symbol and a marker with its environment, as depicted in Figures 13 and 14.

- **Data-left-out**: the N+2-bit signals 25 carry the information that is propagated toward the previous cell, and consist of the N+1-bit left-cell-out signals which carry the symbol stored in the cell and its associated marker bit.

- **Left-eq-out** (1): the output signal 54 generated by the comparator 55 inside the cell.

- **Data-right-out** (N+2): the N+2-bit signals carry the information that is propagated toward the next cell, and consist of the N+1-bit right-cell-out signals that carry the symbol stored in the cell and its associated marker bit.

- **Right-eq-out** (1): the output signal 55 of the comparator inside the cell.

- **Data-left-in** (N+2): the N+2-bit signals carry the information received from the previous cell, and consist of the N+1-bit left-cell-in signals 52, which carry the symbol stored in the previous cell along with its associated marker bit, and the 1-bit signal left-eq-in, 53, which carry the output of the comparator 55 inside the previous cell.

- **Data-right-in** (N+2): these N+2-bit signals carry the information received from the next cell, and consists of the N+1-bit right-cell-in signals 58, which carry the symbol stored in the next cell and its associated marker bit, and the 1-bit signal right-eq-in 56, which is the output of the comparator 55 inside the next cell.

- **Line-out** (1) is an open drain output generating the inverted value of the marker. It is connected in parallel with all the line-out signals 42 from all the other cells on the same line of the two-dimensional array and becomes one of the inputs of the X-transcoder circuit 39.

- **Column-out** (1) is a 1-bit signal 44 and is an open drain output generating the inverted value of the marker only on the first line containing a marked cell. It is connected in parallel with all the column-out outputs of the cells in the
same column of the two-dimensional array, and becomes one of the input of the Y-transcoder circuit 40.

- **Line-in (2):** line-in[1] and line-in[0] form the line-in signals 43, which are generated by the X-transcoder circuit 39, and which represent the following conditions:
  - line-in[1]: the cell belongs to the line containing the first marked cell of the two-dimensional array.
  - line-in[0]: the cell belongs to a line which is either equal to the line containing the first marked cell of the array or is a line with higher address.

- **Column-in (2):** column-in[1] and column-in[0] form the column-in signals 45, and are generated the Y-transcoder circuit 40. They represent the following conditions:
  - column-in[1]: the cell belongs to the column containing the first marked cell.
  - column-in[0]: the cell belongs to a column starting with the column containing the first marked cell.

- **No-eq:** this open drain output 16 is active low when a cfind-type command described in the Summary of the Invention Section succeeds in the cell.

- **Symbol-data (N+1):** these bi-directional signals 106 allow the contents of a cell (N-bit symbol plus a one-bit marker) to be written to or read from an outside storage location.

- **Interrupt 101:** this signal is generated by the cell if the marker is set and the symbol stored is a predefined and unique binary pattern representing an invalid symbol, or indicating that the cell is empty. This signal is generated by an open-drain driver and all the M interrupt signals generated by the M cells in the array are or-ed together to generate the interrupt signal 101 in Figure 3.

**The Internal Structure of the Cell**

The internal structure of the cell is shown in Figure 14, and contains the following circuits:
The REG circuit 60 is an (N+1)-bit register containing the value stored in the cell and that of its associated marker bit.

The MUX1 circuit 61 is a collection of N four-input multiplexers, which allow one of several values to be stored in REG, depending on the selection codes called c1 65, and c2 66. The possible selections for the multiplexer 61 are:

- an external value present on the data-in signals 10,
- an external value present on the symbol-data signals 106,
- the value from the previous cell, carried by the left-cell-out signals 51,
- the value from the next cell, carried by the right-cell-in signals 58, or
- the value stored in the register REG 60, which allows a dynamic implementation of the register.

The MUX2 circuit 62 is a four input multiplexer which allows one of four bits to be stored in the most significant bit of the REG, depending on the selection codes 67 and 68 called c3 and c4. The possible selections for the multiplexer 62 are:

- the marker generated by the PLA 63,
- the marker bit present in the symbol-data 106 signals 106,
- the marker from the previous cell, carried by the signal left-eq-in 53,
- the marker from the next cell, carried by the signal right-eq-in 56, or
- the marker stored in the register REG 60, which allows a dynamic implementation of this bit.

The COMP circuit 55 is a combinational circuit generating a 1 on its one-bit output only when the symbol present on the data-in input signals 10 is equal with the N-bit contents of the cell and which are carried by the signals right-cell-out 59.

Symbol-data (N+1): these signals 106 carry the contents of the cell from a given line, or the contents of the CM 206 cell in REG to an outside storage entity. The direction of the transfer is controlled by the R/W signal 112.

The PLA circuit 63 is a combinational circuit which can be implemented by a programmable logic array and which generates the command bits 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 107, 109, and 111 called c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6, c7, and c8, which are used inside the cell, and the inverted values of the no-eq signal 16, and the
column-out signal 44. The open-drain inverter 20 drives the signal no-eq 16. The inverter 70 drives the column-out signal 44. The PLA 63 receives several input signals:

- the command signals 14, which carries the binary representation of the command to be performed by the CM 206 (find, cfind, index, etc),
- the value of the register REG 60,
- the output of the comparator 55 in the previous cell, brought by the left-eq-in 53 signal,
- the output of the comparator 55 in the next cell, brought by the right-eq-in 56 signal,
- the signal no-eq 16,
- the line-in signal 43 generated by the X-transcoder and the column-in signal 45 generated by the Y-transcoder circuit.

The PLA 63 generates the interrupt signal 15 which is activated when the register 60 contains a predefined symbol that is used to mark unused or invalid cells, and when the marker associated with the register is set.

The N-bit output of the register 60 representing the symbol stored in it are inverted by N tri-state inverting drivers 71 controlled by the signal c5 69, and they become the signals data-out 11. An open drain inverter 64 inverts the marker bit stored in the register REG 60, and generates the signal line-out 42. An open drain inverter generates the signal no-eq 16, which comes from the PLA 63. An open drain inverter 70 generates the signal column-out 44.

Theoretically, all data-out 11 and no-eq 16 outputs from the different cells in the two-dimensional array are connected together, all the line-out 42 outputs belonging to a line are also connected together, and all the column-out signals 44 of the cells on the same column are also connected together.

The Transcoders

Figure 15 illustrates the organization of the two transcoder circuits 39 and 40. The X-transcoder circuit receives the following signals:
• The line-outs signals contain $\sqrt{N}$ bits: these signals, one from each line of cells of the two-dimensional array, are used to indicate the presence of a marked cell on the lines.

• The Address-high signals 96 contain $\log(N)/2$ bits, and represent the upper half of the address fed to the CM 206, and are used to select one out of the $\sqrt{N}$ lines in the two-dimensional array.

• The 5-bit command signals 14 are used only for the implementation of some of the secondary commands: set-limit, set-limit-address, limited-find, limited-cfind, limited-reverse-find, limited-reverse-cfind, limited-write-all, ram-read, and ram-write.

The Y-transcoder circuit 40 receives the following signals:

• the column-outs signals 44 of $\sqrt{M}$ bits, one from each column of the two dimensional array of cells, which indicate the occurrence of a marked cell on the associated column, this marked cell being the first one of the line it belongs to.

• The address-low signals 97 of $\sqrt{M}$ bits which represent the lower half of the address used to select a given line.

• The command signals of 5 bits used only for the implementation of the previously listed secondary commands.

Both transcoders contain the following circuits:

• a decoder DCD 83 used to decode the upper half of the address signals in the X-transcoder 39 or the lower half of the address signals in the Y-transcoder.

• a multiplexer MUX-3 circuit 82 consisting of $\sqrt{M}$ two-way multiplexers, and which uses the c6 signal 92 as a selection signal.

• a prefix network PN-OR circuit 91 for the logic function OR

• a LATCH circuit 85 which latches the output of the PN-OR signal, and used to delimit the active part of the CM 206 for limited operations. It uses the c7 signal 93 as a load command.

• the MUX-4 multiplexer circuit 87 has the same structure as the MUX-3 82 circuit, and uses the c8 signal 94 as a selection signal.
- The linear network XOR-1 86 of \( \sqrt{M} \) xor gates is used to determine the first occurrence of 1 in the binary configuration output by the MUX-4 circuit 87.

- A priority encoder PE, 80 for encoding the line-outs 42 in the X-transcoder or the column-outs signals 44 in the Y-transcoder, which generate the upper half of the index field, index-high 38 in the X-transcoder, or the lower half, index-low 46 in the Y-transcoder.

- The RPE priority encoder 81 receives the same input as the PE priority encoder 80, but in reverse order, so that it can generate the upper and lower half the c-index field.

- The PLA circuit 84 is a small combinational logic block which can be implemented by a programmable logic array, and which decodes the command field 14 to generate the c9 bit 92, the c10 bit 93, the c11 bit 94, and the c12 bit 95 that are used to control the transcoder circuits.

- The XOR-2 circuit 89 generates a p/2-bit value, which is fed to a p/2-input AND gate 88, and which generates the eq signal 36. This eq signal is the result of the comparison of the upper-half of the index index-high 98 with the upper contents of the reverse index generated by the RPE circuit 81 in the X-transcoder 39, or the comparison of the lower-half of the index index-low 99, with the lower contents of the reverse index generated by the RPE circuit 81 in the Y-transcoder 40.

The RAM Controller

Figure 16 illustrates the implementation of the RAM Controller 12, while Figure 17 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal structure of the RAM controller 12. The RAM controller keeps two bits of storage for each line stored in the RAM. The first bit is stored in Register AR 208 which contains L bits, one for each line in the RAM. The contents of the L bits are fed to a priority encoder P-ENC 210, which outputs the binary representation of the bit of least weight that is set to 1. The output of the priority encoder 210 is line-address 201, and is the address of the line in the RAM to be selected for the next CM 206 read or write operation. For example, if AR contains 00101110, then P-ENC outputs 010
on **line-address**, which is the address of the least significant bit in AR that is set to 1. **Line-address 201** is also fed to the 0-input of a multiplexer, **MUX-7 213**, which when appropriately selected, feeds the contents of the line-address signals to decoder **ADCD 214**. This decoder has L outputs, 1 active and L-1 inactive. The active output has the same weight as the least-significant 1-bit in **AR 208** whose weight, or address is output by **P-ENC 210**. For example, if line-address is 010, then **ADCD 214** generates 00000010, where the bit set to 1 has weight 2. The L signals output by **ADCD 214** are xored with the L bits output by **AR 208** by L xor gates **215** to generate the same binary pattern stored in AR, but where the least-significant 1-bit in AR is now set to 0. Using the same example, if AR contains 00101110, then **P-ENC** outputs 010, which fed to **ADCD** become 00000010, which is xored back with 00101110 to yield 00101100, the 0-bit in bold indicating the difference between the contents of AR and the output of the XOR gates **215**. The outputs of the XOR gates **215** are fed via a multiplexer **MUX-6 209** to the register AR where they are stored on the next clock cycle, when the **step-enable signal 222** is active. This signal is part of the **com** group of signals **202**, and under the control of an outside processing entity which controls the CE **205**.

The combination of AR, P-ENC, MUX-7, ADCD, the L XOR gates, and MUX-6 form a circuit that, when starting with a number K stored in binary form in AR, outputs on **line-address** the successive powers of 2 whose sum is equal to K. Furthermore, this circuit generates each power of 2 in a constant time, under the control of the step-enable signal. When all the 1-bits have disappeared from the AR register, the priority encoder detects this condition and activates the signal **stop 221** which is tested by the outside processing entity as a sign that no more lines need to be processed in the current phase. This device automatically generates the successive weights of all the bits set to 1 in a binary number, in a loop, and the output of each weight takes one cycle only.

While this successive elimination of 1's in the register AR takes place, lines are processed in the CM **206**, and string operations performed. At the end of these operations, when the contents of the CM **206** is stored back in the line, the
value of the no-flag signal 15, inverted and ored with the init signal 224, is recorded in a D-flip-flop which is one of L D-flip-flop 218. The address of the selected flip-flop in the group of L is the same as the address of the line in the RAM, and the selection of the flip-flop is performed by utilizing the output of the ADCD circuit 214, described below. These L flipflops contain a new pattern of 1s and 0s representing the next group of lines that must be processed in the next pass of operations.

The initialization of the RAM controller requires storing 1's in the bits of AR, in such a way that only the lines in the RAM that need to be processed have their associated AR bits set to 1. These valid lines are stored at consecutive addresses in the RAM, in a contiguous block, and such that the lowest address in the block is 0. For example, if only three lines in the RAM are valid, then the lowest 3 bits of the AR register must be set to 1, and all the others to 0. In this case the address of the highest-address line is 2, since the valid lines have address 0, 1, and 2. In this case, the controlling outside entity sends the address of the highest line to the RAM controller on the limit-address 207 signals, and activates the init signal 224. The resulting actions are that the log(L) address on the limit-address signals pass through multiplexer MUX-7, is decoded by ADCD into L signals, all 0 except for the one with weight equal to the contents of limit-address.

The output of MUX-7 is then fed to a prefix-OR circuit OR-PN 216 which transforms all the bits whose value is 0 and weight less than the weight of the only 1-bit in its input into 1s. For example, if the OR-PN circuit receives 00000100, where the weight of the 1-bit is 2, then its output is 00000111. These L signals are then passed through L OR-gates 219 and fed to the D-input of the L D-flip-flops 218. The L D-flip-flops 218 are individually enabled by the L signals generated by the ADCD circuits, individually OR-ed with the init signal 224.

The contents of these L flip-flops where each output of 1 corresponds to a valid line in the RAM is then loaded into the Register AR 208 by activating the start signal controlling the multiplexer MUX-6 209.
While the invention had been described with reference to the preferred embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various obvious changes may be made, and equivalents may be substituted for elements thereof, without departing from the essential scope of the present invention. Therefore, it is intended that the invention not be limited to the particular embodiments disclosed, but that the invention includes all embodiments falling within the scope of the appended claims.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data, said memory engine comprising:

   a memory device for temporarily storing said data as a string of data characters;
   a controller which selectively outputs one of a plurality of commands to said memory device and receives data feedback therefrom, said memory device inspecting data characters in said string in accordance with said commands outputted by said controller; and
   a clock device for outputting a clock signal comprised of a predetermined number of clock cycles per second to said memory device and said controller, wherein said memory device inspects and selectively manipulates one of said data characters within one of said clock cycles.

2. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:

   said memory device is an associative memory device.

3. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 2, wherein:

   said associative memory device is in electrical communication with a data bus and a buffer memory device.

4. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 3, wherein:

   said buffer memory device includes a plurality of buffers, each of said buffers having a memory capacity equal to said associative memory device.
5. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 2, wherein:
   said associative memory device is formed as a two dimensional array of one of a dynamic and static memory cells.

6. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘find’ command whereby said string of data characters are inspected to determine if any of said data characters match a predetermined symbol, said predetermined symbol being communicated by said controller in association with said ‘find’ command; and
   said memory device operates to mark all of said data characters oriented to the right of all of said data characters which match said predetermined symbol.

7. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘reverse-find’ command whereby said string of data characters are inspected to determine if any of said data characters match a predetermined symbol, said predetermined symbol being communicated by said controller in association with said ‘reverse-find’ command; and
   said memory device operates to mark all of said data characters oriented to the left of all of said data characters which match said predetermined symbol.
8. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 4, wherein:

said controller operates to load strings of data characters into each of said buffers;

said buffers utilize said data bus to sequentially transfer said strings of data characters to said associative memory device;

one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘find’ command whereby said string of data characters occupying said associative memory device are inspected to determine if any of said data characters match a first predetermined symbol which is communicated by said controller in association with said ‘find’ command;

said associative memory device operates to mark all of said data characters oriented to the right of all of said data characters which match said first predetermined symbol.

9. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 4, wherein:

said controller operates to load strings of data characters into each of said buffers;

said buffers utilize said data bus to sequentially transfer said strings of data characters to said associative memory device;

one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘reverse-find’ command whereby said string of data characters are inspected to determine if any of said data characters match a first predetermined symbol which is communicated by said controller in association with said ‘reverse-find’ command;

said associative memory device operates to mark all of said data characters oriented to the left of all of said data characters which match said first predetermined symbol.
10. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 8, wherein:

one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a `c-find` command whereby only those said strings of data characters which include a marked data character are inspected again to determine the presence of a data character that matches a second predetermined symbol which is communicated by said controller in association with said `c-find` command; and said associative memory device operates to mark all of said data characters oriented to the right of all of said data characters which match said second predetermined symbol, said associative memory device re-setting all other marks in said data characters.

11. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 9, wherein:

one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a `reverse-c-find` command whereby only those said strings of data characters which include a marked data character are inspected again to determine the presence of a data character that matches a second predetermined symbol which is communicated by said controller in association with said `reverse-c-find` command; and said associative memory device operates to mark all of said data characters oriented to the left of all of said data characters which match said second predetermined symbol, said associative memory device re-setting all other marks in said data characters.
12. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 5, wherein:
   said associative memory device includes a first transcoder circuit and a second transcoder circuit for representing a linear address of said memory cells in said two dimensional array; and
   said first transcoder circuit includes a first latch and said second transcoder circuit includes a second latch, said first and second latches containing location information indicating which of said memory cells within said associative memory device contain a marked data character.

13. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘delete’ command whereby the first occurrence of a marked data character is deleted and all other of said data characters to the right of said marked data character, including their marked state, are shifted to the left; and
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters.

14. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘reverse-delete’ command whereby the left-most marked data character is deleted and all other of said data characters to the right of said left-most marked data character are shifted to the left; and
   said memory device marks a data character oriented to the left of said left-most marked data character.
15. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   said memory device determines the first occurrence of a marked data character and moves a content and a marked state of all of said data characters to the right of said first marked data character, inclusive of said first marked data character, to the right in response to an ‘insert’ command;
   said memory device replaces the previous position of said first marked data character with a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘insert’ command; and
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters.

16. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   said memory device determines the first occurrence of a marked data character and moves a content of all of said data characters to the right of said first marked data character, inclusive of said first marked data character, to the right in response to a ‘reverse-insert’ command;
   said memory device replaces the previous position of said first marked data character with a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘reverse-insert’ command; and
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters.

17. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘next’ command whereby the mark of a first marked data character is re-set; and
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters.
18. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘write-one’ command whereby a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘write-one’ command is written to the first occurrence of a marked data character;
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters; and
   said memory device re-sets said first marked data character and marks a data character oriented to the right of said first marked data character.

19. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘write-all’ command whereby a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘write-one’ command is written to all occurrences of a marked data character;
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters; and
   said memory device re-sets all of said marked data characters and marks all data characters oriented to the right of all of said marked data characters.

20. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘jump’ command whereby said string of data characters is inspected to determine the first occurrence of a marked data character that matches a predetermined delimiter; and
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters.
21. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   one of said plurality of commands outputted by said controller is a ‘jump’ command whereby said string of data characters is inspected to determine all occurrences of a marked data character that matches a predetermined delimiter; and
   said string of data characters are inspected beginning with the left-most of said data characters.

22. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 20, wherein:
   said memory device replaces said first marked data character which matches said predetermined delimiter with a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘jump’ command; and
   said memory device re-sets said first marked data character; and setting a mark on one of said data characters which is adjacent and to the right of said re-set data character.

23. The memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 1, wherein:
   said memory device includes a plurality of memory cells; and
   said commands are communicated to all of said memory cells in parallel, thereby enabling modification of all of said memory cells within one of said clock cycles.
24. A method for the inspection and modification data utilizing a memory device for storing said data as a string of data characters, a controller for selectively outputting a command to said memory device and a clock device for outputting a clock signal comprised of a predetermined number of clock cycles per second to said controller and said memory device, said method comprising the steps of:

- loading said data in said memory device;
- inspecting said loaded memory in accordance with said command outputted by said controller, and
- selectively manipulating said data in accordance with said command outputted by said controller, said inspection and manipulation of one of said data characters being accomplished within one of said clock cycles.

25. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:

- forming said memory device as an associative memory device having a two dimensional array of one of said static and dynamic memory cells.

26. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:

- inspecting said loaded data to determine if any of said data characters match a first predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with a ‘find’ command; and
- beginning said inspection with the left-most of said loaded data characters.
27. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 26, further comprising the steps of:
   determining if any of said loaded data characters do match said first predetermined symbol;
   setting a mark on any of said loaded data characters in said string of data characters which are oriented to the right of any of said loaded data characters which have been determined to match said first predetermined symbol; and
   re-setting all marks on said loaded data characters with the exception of said mark set on any of said loaded data characters which are oriented to the right of any of said loaded data characters which have been determined to match said first predetermined symbol.

28. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 26, further comprising the steps of:
   arranging a buffer device to be in electrical communication with a data bus and said memory device, said buffer device including a plurality of buffers wherein each of said buffers have a memory capacity equal to said memory device;
   removing said inspected string of data characters from said memory device via said data bus;
   storing said removed string of data characters in one of said buffers; and
   subsequently loading and inspecting addition strings of data characters stored in said buffers until all of said buffers have been inspected, each of said additional strings of data characters being stored in said buffers upon completion of their respective inspection.
29. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 28, further comprising the steps of:
   re-inspecting any of said strings of data characters which include a marked data character to determine if any of said re-inspected strings of data characters include a data character which matches a second predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with a ‘c-find’ command; and
   marking all of said data characters oriented to the right of all of said data characters which match said second predetermined symbol while re-setting all other marks in said data characters.

30. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   inspecting said loaded data to determine if any of said data characters match a first predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with a ‘reverse-find’ command;
   determining if any of said loaded data characters do match said first predetermined symbol;
   setting a mark on any of said loaded data characters in said string of data characters which are oriented to the left of any of said loaded data characters which have been determined to match said first predetermined symbol; and
   re-setting all marks on said loaded data characters with the exception of said mark set on any of said loaded data characters which are oriented to the left of any of said loaded data characters which have been determined to match said first predetermined symbol.
31. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 28, further comprising the steps of:
   re-inspecting any of said strings of data characters which include a marked data character to determine if any of said re-inspected strings of data characters include a data character which matches a second predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with a 'reverse-cfind' command; and
   marking all of said data characters oriented to the left of all of said data characters which match said second predetermined symbol while re-setting all other marks in said data characters.

32. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 30, further comprising the steps of:
   arranging a buffer device to be in electrical communication with a data bus and said memory device, said buffer device including a plurality of buffers wherein each of said buffers have a memory capacity equal to said memory device;
   removing said inspected string of data characters from said memory device via said data bus;
   storing said removed string of data characters in one of said buffers; and
   subsequently loading and inspecting subsequent strings of data characters stored in said buffers until all of said buffers have been inspected, each of said additional strings of data characters being stored in said buffers upon completion of their respective inspection.
33. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   deleting the first occurrence of a marked data character in said loaded data in response to a ‘delete’ command;
   shifting all other of said data characters to the right of said marked data character, including their marked state, to the left; and
   beginning said inspection with the left-most of said loaded data characters.

34. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   deleting the first occurrence of a marked data character in said loaded data in response to a ‘reverse-delete’ command;
   shifting all other of said data characters oriented to the right of said marked data character, including their marked state, to the left;
   marking a data character adjacent and to the left of said marked data character which has been deleted; and
   beginning said inspection with the left-most of said loaded data characters.

35. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   determining the first occurrence of a marked data character in said loaded data in response to an ‘insert’ command;
   shifting a content and a marked state of all of said data characters to the right of said marked data character, inclusive of said first marked data character, to the right;
   replacing the previous position of said first marked data character with a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘insert’ command; and
   beginning an inspection of said loaded data with the left-most of said data characters.
36. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   determining the first occurrence of a marked data character in said loaded data in response to a ‘reverse-insert’ command;
   shifting a content of all of said data characters oriented to the right of said marked data character, inclusive of said first marked data character, to the right;
   replacing the previous position of said first marked data character by inserting a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘reverse-insert’ command;
   marking said inserted predetermined symbol; and
   beginning an inspection of said loaded data with the left-most of said data characters.

37. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   re-setting a mark on the first marked data character in said loaded data in response to a ‘next’ command; and
   beginning an inspection of said loaded data with the left-most of said data characters.

38. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
   writing a predetermined symbol communicated with a ‘write-one’ command to the first occurrence of a marked data character in said loaded data;
   re-setting said first marked data character and marking a data character oriented to the right of said first marked data character; and
   beginning an inspection of said loaded data with the left-most of said data characters.
39. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
writing a predetermined symbol communicated with a ‘write-all’ command to all occurrences of a marked data character in said loaded data; and
re-setting all of said marked data characters and marking a data character oriented to the right of all of said marked data characters.

40. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 24, further comprising the steps of:
inspecting said loaded data to determine the first occurrence of a marked data character that matches a predetermined delimiter in association with a ‘jump’ command outputted by said controller; and
beginning said inspection with the left-most of said loaded data characters.

41. The method for the inspection and modification data according to claim 40, further comprising the steps of:
replacing said first marked data character which matches said predetermined delimiter with a predetermined symbol communicated by said controller in association with said ‘jump’ command;
re-setting said first marked data character; and
setting a mark on one of said data characters which is adjacent and to the right of said re-set data character.
42. A memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data, said memory engine comprising:
   an associative memory device with selective shift capability for temporarily storing said data as a string of data characters;
   a controller which selectively outputs one of a plurality of commands to said memory device and receives data feedback therefrom, said memory device inspecting data characters in said string in accordance with said commands outputted by said controller; and
   said associative memory device selectively shifts all of said data characters in response to a first command issued by said controller and said associative memory device shifts only a portion of said data characters in response to a second command issued by said controller.

43. A memory engine for the selective inspection and manipulation of data according to claim 42, further comprising:
   a clock device for outputting a clock signal comprised of a predetermined number of clock cycles per second to said memory device and said controller, wherein said memory device inspects and selectively manipulates said data characters within one of said clock cycles.
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